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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, H will denote a real Hilbert space. If S C H, A is a 
transformation from S into H, and the initial value problem 
(P) f(O) = x, f’(t) = Q(t) 
has a unique solution (in some sense or other; it does not matter in what 
sense for the purpose of this discussion) on [0, cc) for each x in S, then (P) 
gives rise to a semigroup of transformations from S into S. Suppose however, 
as is more likely in the case that A is nonlinear, we know only that for each x 
in S, there is an interval [0, b(x)) such that (P) has a unique solution on 
[0, b(x)). Then (P) still gives rise to a family of transformations which form a 
semi-group in a weakened sense. 
To be more specific, for each x in S, letf, denote the unique solution to (P) 
on the interval [0, b(x)). Let b denote the supremum of the numbers b(x), and 
for each t in [0, b), let 
s, = {x E s : b(x) > t}. 
Define the transformation T(t) from S, into S, = S, by 
T(t) x = fz(r). 
Then T is a function from [0, b) into F(S), where for an arbitrary set E, 
F(E) denotes the collection of all transformations with range and domain 
contained in E. T has the following properties: 
(i) T(0) x = x for each x in S, and 
(ii) if t, u > 0 and t + u < b, then 
T(t) St+u C S, > and T(u) T(t)3 T(t + u). 
This leads us to the following definition. 
* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant 
GP-11318. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. If 0 < b < co, and S is a set, then a local transformation 
semi-group in S with lifetime b means a function T from [0, b) into F(S) such 
that 
(1.1) T(0) is the identity transformation on S, 
(1.2) D( T(u)) C D( T(t)) for 0 < t < u < b, 
(l-3) S = Uo<t<a W(O), and 
(1.4) if t, u > 0 and t + u < b, then 
T(t) D( W + 4) C D(W), and T(u) T(t)3 T(t + u). 
If b = co, and D(T(t)) = S for all t 2 0, then we say, in accordance with 
standard terminology, that T is a (global) semi-group of transformations in S. 
The author dealt with local transformation semi-groups in [4] under a very 
heavy continuity hypothesis, and in [5] by way of examples [5, Examples 3.1 
and 3.31. Also, [7] dealt with initial value problems having only local solu- 
tions, but no theory of local transformation semi-groups was obtained. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If T is a local transformation semi-group in S, and x 
is in S, then D(x, T) denotes the domain of the function T(.) x; i.e., 
D(x, T) = {t 3 0 : x E D(T(t))}. 
It follows from (1.2) and (1.3) that D(x, T) is always a nondegenerate interval. 
If SC H, then T is said to be strongly continuous if T(e) x is continuous on 
D(x, T) for every x in S. 
DEFINITION 1.3. An operator in H means a transformation with range and 
domain contained in H. If S C H, and T is a local transformation semi-group 
in S, then the injnitesimal generator of T is the operator A in H defined by 
Ax = I;$ t-I( T(t) x - x) 
with domain consisting of all x for which this limit exists. If there are no 
such x, then T has no infinitesimal generator. 
One of the central problems in the theory of semi-groups of transformations 
is that of characterizing infinitesimal generators. This has been accomplished 
for strongly continuous global semi-groups of nonexpansive transformations 
in S, S C H; see [2] and [6]. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the 
infinitesimal generators of a certain class of local transformation semi-groups 
in S, where S C H. 
Unfortunately, it will take quite a few definitions before we can state our 
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main results, Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4. We give these definitions, along 
with some examples and discussion in Section 2. Section 3 contains ome 
preliminary results, and Section 4 contains the main results. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We should point out here that much of what is done in this paper carries 
over to more general Banach spaces, but the main results do not, and so we 
restrict our considerations to Hilbert space. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose S C H, T is a local transformation semi- 
group in S, and C C S. Then for each x in C, define 
D(x, T, C) = {t : T(s) x E C for 0 < s < t}, 
and 
b(x, T, C) = sup D(x, T, C). 
If w > 0, then we say that T is of type w in C if for each x, y EC 
and t E D(x, T, C) n D(y, T, C) it is true that 
II T(t) x - WY II G ewt II x - Y II .
A local transformation semi-group in S which is of type w in S is simply said 
to be of type W. 
Note. Global semi-groups of transformations which are of type w are 
treated in [9, 12, 13, and 141. Also, [15] and [16] deal with semi-groups of 
type w with w < 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A multivalued operator in H means a transformation with 
domain contained in Hand range contained in 2H, the collection fall subsets 
of H. We (somewhat losely) include the operators in H among the multivalued 
operators in H by identifying the (single valued) operator A with the multi- 
valued operator x + {Ax}. If M is a multivalued operator in H, and KC D(M), 
then we define 
M[K] = u Mx. 
XEK 
We also define 
vq = ~[WWI, 
and for y E R[M], we define 
Al?-lly = (x : y E Mx}. 
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If w 3 0, and M is a multivalued operator in H, then we say that M is 
w-dissipative if 
for 
(x’ - y’, x - yj < w 1) x - y )I2 
% Y E ww, x’ E Mx, and y’ E My. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H = S = R. For t > 0, let S, =z (- co, t-l), and define 
T(t) on S, by 
T(t) x = x(1 - tx)-l. 
Then T is strongly continuous and has infinitesimal generator Ax = x2 
with D(A) = S. If r > 0, G = (- co, r), and w = 2r, then T is of type w 
in G and the restriction of A to D(A) n G = G is w-dissipative. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let H = L,(R). Let S denote the set of all functions in 
L,(R) which have uniformly bounded difference quotients, and for eachfin S, 
define 
Ilf[& = sup If@) -f(u)‘. 
sfu Is--u1 
For each t > 0, let 
s, = {fc s : ljfjl, < t-l}. 
If t > 0, and f E S, , then define T(t)f to be the solution g of the functional 
equation 
Then T is strongly continuous and has infinitesimal generator Af = - ff ‘, 
where 
D(A) ={fcs:f’~L,(R)}. 
If Y > 0, G = {f~ S : Ij f /I,, < Y), and w = 3~12, then the restriction of A 
to D(A) n G is w-dissipative, and T is of type w in G. Actually, direct exami- 
nation seems only to reveal that T is of type 2~ in G, but we will point out 
later how to show that T is of type w in G. For future reference, we observe 
that G\G is dense in G, where the bar denotes closure in H. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let H =L,(R), and for each f in H, let ljfjjoo denote the 
essential supremum of ( f / . Let 
S = if E H : llf l/m < a}. 
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For each 1 > 0, let 
s, = (fE s : llfl~m < t-l}, 
and define T(t) on S, by 
[Wfl 6) =f(s + t) [l - ?f(s + w. 
Then T is strongly continuous and has infinitesimal generator Af = f’ + f 2, 
where D(A) is the set of all absolutely continuous functions f in S such that 
f’EL,(R).Ifr>O,G={fES:IIf/I,<r},andw=2r,thenTisoftypew 
in G, and the restriction of A to D(A) n G is w-dissipative. Again, we observe 
that G\G is dense in G. 
A simple proposition atthis point will help to clarify some of the material 
to follow. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose w 3 0, and M is a multivalued w-dissipative 
operator in H. Then: 
(2.1) (I - olM)[-ll is single valued for 0 < 01 < w-l, where I denotes the 
identity operator on H. 
(2.2) If 0 < 01 < w-1, and jU = (I - aM)[-ll, then 
II J$ - .LY II < (1 - aw1-l II x - Y II 
for x, y E R[I - CLM]. 
(2.3) If RII - c&l] = H f or some a in (0, w-l), then RII - PM] = H for 
every /I in (0, w-l). 
(2.4) If R[I - WW] = H for some (y. E (0, w-l), then Mx is closed and con- 
vex for each x E D(M). 
Proof. Let x, y E D(M), x’ E Mx, y’ E My. Then 
II@ - 0-q - (y - qqll . II x - Y II z ((x - Y) - 4x’ - Y’>> x - Y> 
> (1 - awl II x - Y v. 
This proves (2.1) and (2.2). 
Now suppose 0 < cx < w-l and RII - olM] = H. Let 
(Y(2 - ,w)-1 < /I? < w-l 
and y E H. Then by (2.2), the equation 
z + (a - /!I) p-‘j$ = cpy 
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has a unique solution. But if x is a solution, then 
Jolz - /%-l(J,x - z) = y. 
From the fact that z E Jaz - aMj,z, it follows that x = ],.a is a solution of 
YEX-f3Mx. 
Thus, R[I - yM] = H if or(2 - a~)-’ < y < w-l. It follows that 
R[I - yM] = H for all y in (0, w-l), and thus (2.3) is proved. 
Notice that if we define the multivalued operator N on D(M) by taking 
Nx to be the closed convex hull of Mx, then N is w-dissipative. Thus, in 
view of (2.1), N cannot properly extend M if R[I - OIM] = H for some 
a E (0, w-l). Thus, (2.4) is proved. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If M is a multivalued operator in H, and w ;2 0, then M 
is said to be hyper-w-dissipative if M is w-dissipative, and RII -- HIM] = H 
for some (Y E (0, w-l). 
DEFINITION 2.4. If M is a multivalued operator in H, and for each 
x E D(M), Mx has a unique element of minimum norm (as when M is hyper- 
w-dissipative for some w > 0), then we define M*, the trace of ild, on D(M) 
by taking M*x to be the element of Mx which has minimum norm. 
Note. M* is called the minimal cross ection by Crandall and Pazy, and the 
canonical restriction by Kato. 
We will prove later that if M is a hyper-w-dissipative multivalued operator 
in H, then D(M) is convex, and there is a unique strongly continuous 
type w global semi-group of transformations in D(M) with infinitesimal 
generator M*. 
If S C H, T is a strongly continuous local transformation semi-group in S, 
and G C S, let us say that T is stable in G if b(x, T, G) > 0 for each x in G. 
Notice that if T is stable in G, then we can define a strongly continuous 
local transformation semi-group U in G as follows: 
D(U(t)) = {x E G : b(x, T, G) > t}, 
U(t) x = T(t) x for x E D( U(t)). 
Let us call this new local transformation semi-group the restriction of T to G, 
and notice that if T is of type w in G, then U is of type W. With this in mind, 
we consider the problem of characterizing theinfinitesimal generator of local 
transformation semi-groups of type W. 
The problem of starting with an operator known to be a generator and 
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deriving its properties is not too bad, but the converse problem is rather 
tricky. Consider, for instance, the following question. 
Let G be a convex set in H, and let 111 be a hyper-w-dissipative operator in 
Ei with D(M) C G and D(M) n G dense in G. Then we know that M* is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous type w global semi-group W 
of transformations in G. Under what circumstances is the restriction B of M* 
D(M) n G the infinitesimal generator of strongly continuous type w local 
transformation semi-group in G ? 
A little thought shows that our description of B is relatively useless unless 
we know that W stable in G. The most obvious way of knowing this would be 
to know that G is relatively open in G. Examples 2 and 3 can hardly be con- 
sidered pathalogical, however, and if we want our theorems to apply there, we 
will have to look for a more complicated hypothesis. 
DEFINITION 2.5. IfF is a closed convex set in H which contains the origin, 
then let 
FO = (J (AF). 
O<A<l 
Notice that while F” is not necessarily the interior of F, F is the closure of PO. 
Let us call a convex set G in H which contains the origin intrinsicaZZy open 
if G = Go. Notice that if G is open, then G is intrinsically open. A subset K 
of G is said to be intrinsically dense in G if K n (M?) is dense in M? for 
O<h<l. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Suppose S C H, T is a strongly continuous local trans- 
formation semi-group in S, k 3 0, w 3 0, and G is an intrinsically open 
convex subset of S with closure F. T is said to be of type (k, w) in G if T is of 
type w in G, and 
MJ C D( T(W, T(k) (AF) C e”“(hF) 
forO<e’ihh<l.If Tisoftype(k, ) w in S, then we say that T is of type 
(k, w). A strongly continuous global semi-group of transformations in F 
which is of type (k, W) in G is also said to be of type (k, w). 
Note. In Examples 1, 2, and 3, G is intrinsically open, T is of type (I, w) 
in G, and D(A) n G is intrinsically dense in G. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let G be an intrinsically open convex set in S with 
closure F, and k, w > 0. A hyper-w-dissipative multivalued operator M in H 
with D(M) C F is said to be of type (k, w in F if D(M) n G is intrinsically ) 
dense in G, and 
(I - aM) [(AF) n D(M)] 3 (1 - &) (AF) 
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for 0 < CWJ, cuk, h < 1. If A is an operator in H, then we say that A is of type 
(k, W) in G if there is a hyper-w-dissipative multivalued operator M in H with 
D(M) CF such that M is of type (k, ) w in F and the restriction of A to 
D(A) n G is the restriction of M* to D(M) n G. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let S be a convex F,-set in H which contains the 
origin. A type base for S is a sequence {(& , We , G,)}, where each of {k,} and 
(w,} is a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers, and {G,} is an 
increasing sequence of intrinsically open convex sets in H such that 
S = VA G, and Gn C G,,, for each n. A strongly continuous local transfor- 
mation semi-group Tin S is said to be of type {(kn , w, , G,)}, if T is of type 
(k, , w,J in each G, . An operator A in H with D(A) C S is said to be of type 
Wn , wn 9 G,)} if A is of type (k, , con) in G, for each n. 
All the terms used in the statements of the main results, Theorems 4.1, 
4.3, and 4.4, have now been defined. 
3. THEOREMS ON ~-DISSIPATIVE OPERATORS 
Most of the theorems appearing in this ection are very close to things that 
are already in the literature, and for this reason, the proofs are brief when 
they are given at all. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let w > 0, and let M be a multivalued operator in H. Then M 
is u-dissipative ;f and only ;f M - WI is dissipative (i.e., O-dissipative), and M 
is hyper-w-dissipative if and only if M - WI is hyper-dissipative. 
Proof. The first statement being clear, we prove the second. If y E H, 
0 < 01 < w-r, and 
(1 - 01w)y E x - ciMx, 
then 
y~x-a(1 -a,)-l(M-cJ)x, 
so that M - WI is hyper-dissipative f M is hyper-w-dissipative. 
IfyEH,X>O,and 
then 
(1 +Xw)y~x--(M-wI)x, 
y E x - A( 1 + hw)-l Mx, 
so that M is hyper-w-dissipative f M - WI is hyper-dissipative. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose w 2 0, C C H, and A is a multivalued w-dissi- 
pative operator in H. Then E(A, C, W) denotes the collection fall hyper- 
w-dissipative multivalued operators M in Ii such that D(M) C C and M 
extends the restriction of A to C n D(A). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a closed convex set in H, w >, 0, and A a multivalued 
w-dissipative operator in H. Then E(A, C, w) is not empty. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, 
E(A, C, w) = WI + E(A - 4 C, O), 
which is not empty by [3, Theorem 2.21. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose w > 0, C C H, and A is an w-dissipative 
single valued operator in H. Then A is said to be f-maximal w-dissipative in C 
if the restriction of A to C n D(A) has no proper single valued w-dissipative 
extension with domain contained in C. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be a closed convex set in H, w 2 0, and M a hyper- 
w-dissipative multivalued operator in H with D(M) a dense subset of C. Then 
M* is f-maximal w-dissipative in C, and E(M*, C, w) = {M). 
Proof. First, notice that M* - WI has the following properties: 
(a) D(M* - WI) = D(M - ~1) = D(M), and 
(b) if {xn} C D(M), x, + x, yn E Mx, - wx,, and lim SUP~+~ l/y,, 11 < CO, 
then lim SUP~+~ (/ M*x, - WX, /I < co. By [3, Theorem 2.11 and [3, Corol- 
lary 2.11, (M - WI)* is f-maximal dissipative in C, and 
E((M - WI)*, C, 0) = {M - WI>. 
But [3, Remark 1.21 and the unnumbered remark after [3, Corollary 2.11 
point out that if A is any other single valued selection fM - WI, such as 
M* - ~1, which satisfies (a)and (b), then A is f-maximal dissipative in C, 
and E(A, C, 0) = (M - WI}. Since E(M*, C, w) = E(M* - WI, C, 0) + WI, 
this proves the theorem. 
THEORFM 3.3. Let w 2 0, let M be a hyper-w-dissipative multivalued 
operator in H, and let C = D(M). Then: 
(3.1) C is convex. 
(3.2) If x E D(M) and 0 < a < co, then there is a unique absolutely con- 
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tinuous function f from [0, a) into C such that f (0) = x, f(t) ED(M) a.e. on 
[0, a), and f ‘(t) E Mf (t) a.e. on [0, fz). 
(3.3) If x E D(M), 0 < a < co, and f is us in (3.2), then (i) f(t) E D(M) 
for 0 < t < a, (ii) f+‘(t) = M*f (t) for 0 < t < a, where f+’ denotes the 
derivative off from the right, (iii) M*f(t) is right continuous on [0, a), (iv) 
/I e-w”M*f (t)lI is nonincreasing on [0, a), so that 11 M*f (t)/l has at most countably 
many points of discontinuity on [0, a), and (v) f’(t) exists and is continuous at 
every point of continuity of 11 M*f (t)lj .
Proof. (3.1) follows from [ll, Theorem 31. The proof of (3.2) and (3.3) is 
rather lengthy, and a brief outline would not be particularly helpful to anyone 
who is not familiar with the techniques used in the proof. On the other hand, 
the reader who is familiar with a few of the recent papers [2, 6, 8, 10, and 
121 will already know how to prove (3.2) and (3.3). Also, (3.2) and much of 
(3.3) follow as a special case of [9, Theorem 7.11. Since the proof is so long, and 
so close to things already in the recent literature, we drop the matter here 
with the hope that the reader who is sufficiently interested towant to see a 
proof would also want to acquaint himself with some of the literature cited 
above. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose SC H, T is a strongly continuous local transforma- 
tion semi-group in S, C C S, w 3 0, and T is of type w in C. Let A denote the 
infinitesimal generator of T, and suppose that x, y E C n D(A) with 
b(x, T, C) > 0 and b(y, T, C) > 0. Then: 
(3.4) T(.) x is absolutely continuous on D(x, T, C). 
(3.5) T(t) x E D(A) a.e. on D(x, T, C). 
(3.6) (d/dt) T(t) x = AT(t) x a.e. on D(x, T, C). 
(3.7) T(t) x = x + li AT(u) x du for t in D(x, T, C). 
(3.8) (Ax - Ay, x - y) < w II x - y lj2. 
Proof. If t, h > 0, and t + h E D(x, T, C), then 
t E D(x, T, C) n D(T(h) x, T, C), 
and 
II T(t + h) x - T(t) x II d pt II T(h) x - x II >
so that T(.) is Lipschitz continuous on bounded intervals in D(x, T, C). In 
Hilbert space, a Lipschitz continuous function is strongly differentiable a. . 
and is the Bochner integral of its derivative. 
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Also, 
{(T(t) x - x) - (T(t)y - y), x - y) c: (t+ - 1) jJ x - y II2 
for t E D(x, T, C) n D(y, T, C). This implies (3.8). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C be a closed and convex set in H, let w 3 0, and let A 
be an operator in H with D(A) a dense subset of C. Then A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous type w global semi-group of transformations in 
C ;f and only if there is a hyper-w-dissipative multivalued operator M in H such 
that A = M*. Moreover, if such an M exists, it is unique and A generates a 
unique such semi-group. 
Proof. Suppose A = M*. Using Theorem 3.3, it is fairly easy to show that 
there is a strongly continuous type w global semi-group of transformations 
in C whose infinitesimal generator B extends M*. But B is w-dissipative by 
(3.8), and so B = M* by Theorem 3.2. 
Now suppose A is the infinitesimal generator of T, and ME E(A, C, ok). 
Let W be a strongly continuous type w global semi-group of transformations 
in C with infinitesimal generator M*. Using (3.4), (3.5) (3.6), and (3.2), we 
see that W = T, so that A = M*. 
The uniqueness of M comes from Theorem 3.2, and the uniqueness of T 
was proved in the preceding paragraph. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let C be a closed convex set in H, let M be a hyper- 
w-dissipative multivalued operator in H with D(M) a dense subset of C, and let 
T denote the strongly continuous type w global semi-group of transformations in 
C with infinitesimal generator M*. For h > 0, define Ah on C by 
Then 
A,x = h-‘(T(h) x - x). 
(3.9) (I - olM)[-ll x = lim,,,(l - aA,)-l x for all x in C and 
0 < 01 < w-l, and 
(3.10) T(t) x = lim,,,(l - (t/n) M)[-nl x for x in C and t > 0, where the 
convergence in uniform for x fixed and t in bounded intervals. 
Proof. To prove (3.9) we need to know that A, is wewh-dissipative and
that (I - aAh) (C) 3 C for aweWh < 1. This is routine to prove, and we will 
prove more in Lemma 4.7. Using these facts, (3.9) can be proved with an 
argument very similar to the one for [l, Lemma 1.41, which implies (3.9) 
directly for w = 0. Generalizing the proof of [l, Lemma 1.41 requires that 
some of the earlier material in [l], principally [ 1,Theorem 1. l] be generalized, 
but this is straightforward. 
Likewise, (3.10) is a straightforward generalization of [l, Corollary 3.41. 
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4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Here we deal with operators and semi-groups of type (k, w). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose F is a closed convex set in H which contains the origin, 
k > 0, w 3 0, and T is a strongly continuous type (k, w) global semi-group of 
transformations in F. For each h > 0, dejne A, on F by 
A,x = h-l(T(h) x - x), 
Let 0 < aWeWh < I, 0 < c&ekh < 1. Then: 
(4.1) A, is wewh-dissipative. 
(4.2) (I- aAh) is one-to-one. 
(4.3) (I- aAh) (hF) r) (1 - cykekh) (m) for 0 < h < 1. 
(4.4) ll(z - a&)-’ x - (I - aAh)-l y I/ < (1 - aWeWh)-l 1) x - y I/ for 
x, y E (1 - olke”h) G, where G = F”. 
Proof. If x, y E F, then 
(AAx - A,y, x - y) < h-l(ewh - 1) (j x - y 112, 
(Ahx - A,y, x - y) < WeWh jl x - y jj2. 
This proves (4.1) and (4.2) follows from Proposition 2.1. 
Now let y E (1 - LukeLh) hF, and define P on AF by 
Px = h(ar + h)-l y + ,(a + h)-1 T(h) x. 
Now P is a contraction, for integrating both sides of the inequality 
wewh < a-l 
yields 
ewh - 1 < or-lh, ewh < 1 + ol-lh, aewh < a + h, 
a(, + h)-l ewh < 1. 
Also, 
P(hF) C h(or + h)-l (1 - olke”h) (U’) + ,(CY + h)-l e”h(/\F). 
Since F is convex and contains the origin, this is contained in 
Ah(a + h)-l (1 - c&ekh + olh-lekh) F 
C hh(a + h)-l (1 - ah-l(ekh - 1) + orh-lekh) F 
= hh(a: + h)-l (1 + ryh-l) F = M? 
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Therefore P has a unique fixed point in hF. But if x is a fixed point of P, then 
x-aA,x=y. 
This proves (4.3), and (4.4) now follows from Proposition 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose F is a closed convex in H which contains the origin, 
and let G = FO. Suppose k > 0, w > 0, and M is a hyper-w-dissipative multi- 
valued operator in H with D(M) C F and D(M) n G intrinsically dense in G. 
Then M* is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous type (k, W) global 
semi-group of transformations in F if and only if M is of type (k, W) in F. 
Proof. First suppose M is of type (k, w). If 0 < h < 1, and hekh < 1, then 
(I - (;) M)rnl (hF) C (1 - (5) k)(-“) (AF) 
for large n. It follows from (3.10) that 
T(h) (hF) C e”h(hF). 
Now suppose that M* generates T of type (k, w). If 0 < cxw < 1. Then by 
Theorem 3.5, 
(I - olM)[-ll x = lii(I - cuAh)-l x 
for all x in F, with A, as in Lemma 4.1. Thus Lemma 4.1 implies that if 
O<ork<l, then 
(I - olM)Pl (hF) C (1 - c&-l (hF) 
for 0 < X < (1 - ark). Thus M is of type (k, w) in F. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose G is an intrinsically open convex set in H, k > 0, 
w >, 0, T is a strongly continuous type (k, W) local transformation semi-group in 
G with infinitesimal generator A, D(A) is intrinsically dense in G, and 
M E E(A, G, W) is of type k in G. Then A is the restriction of M* to D(M) n G. 
Consequently, A is of type (k, W) in G. 
Proof. Let F = G, and let W denote the strongly continuous type w 
global semi-group of transformations in F with infinitesimal generator M*. 
Then W is of type (k, W) by Theorem 4.1. 
We want to prove that if x E G, then b(x, W, G) = b(x, T, G) and 
W(t) x = T(t) x for 0 < t < b(x, T, G). This will prove that A is the restric- 
tion of M* to D(M) n G. 
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Let x E D(A). By (3.4) (3.9, (3.6), and (3.2) it follows that 
b(x, T, G) = b(x, W, G) and W(t) x = T(t) x for 0 < t < b(x, T, G). 
Now let x E G. Choose h E (0, 1) such that x E /\F. Choose 
{x,} C D(A) n (hF) so that x, -+ X. Then 
b(x, T, G), b(x, W, G) 3 - (2k)-l In A, 
and 
b(%z > T, G) = b(xn , W, G) 3 - (2k)-l In h 
for all n. From this, and the fact that W and T are both of type w in G, it 
follows that 
W(t) x = T(t) x for 0 < t ,< (- 2/z)-l In A. 
It now follows that if x E G, then b(x, T, G) = b(x, ?V, G) and 
T(t) x = W(t) x for 0 ,< t < b(x, T, G). 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose G is an intrinsically open convex set in H, k > 0, 
w 3 0, and A is an operator in H with D(A) an intrinsically dense subset of G. 
Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous type (k, W) local 
transformation semi-group in G af and only sf A is of type (k, w) in G. 
Proof. If A is such a generator, then A is of type (k, w) by Theorem 4.2. 
Suppose A is of type (k, w) in G, and let F = G. Choose ME E(A, F, W) 
such that M is of type k in F and A is the restriction of M* to D(M) n G. Let 
W denote the strongly continuous type w global semi-group of transforma- 
tions in F with infinitesimal generator M*. Then W is of type (k, W) by 
Theorem 4.1, so that the restriction of W to G is as required. That is, let 
D(T(t)) = (x E G : b(x, W, G) > t], 
and 
T(t) x = W(t) x for x E D( T(t)). 
Remark. We can now show that in Example 2, T is of type w in G. Since T 
is of type (r, 2r) in G, the restriction B of A to D(A) 17 G is of type (r, 2r) in 
G. But B is w-dissipative, so B is of type (r, w) in G. Consequently, T is of 
type (r, w) in G and thus of type w in G. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose G is an intrinsically open convex set in H, A is an 
operator in H with D(A) C G, k > 0, w > 0, and A is of type (k, w) in G. Then 
for each ME E(A, w, G) which is of type k in G, A is the restriction of M* to 
D(M) n G. 
Proof. Theorems 4.3 and 4.2. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Suppose S is a convex F,-set in H which contains the origin, 
WL 1 -Jn ! G,)} is a type base for S, and A is an operator in H with D(A) C S 
and D(A) n G, intrinsically dense in G, for each n. Then A is the in$nitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous type {(k, , W, , G,)} local transformation 
semi-group in S if and only if A is of type {(k, , W, , G,)). 
Proof. If A is such a generator, then it follows from either Theorem 4.2 
or 4.3 that A is of type {(kn , W, , G,)]. 
Suppose A is of type ((kn , w, , G,)}, and for each n, let T, denote the 
strongly continuous type (k, , c+) local transformation semi-group in G, 
which is generated by A, , the restriction of A to D(A) n G, . Using an 
argument like the one for Theorem 4.2, it follows that if n > m, and x E G, , 
then 
and 
0, T,, , Gn) = b(x, Tm , G,), 
T,(t) x = T,,(t) x 
for 0 < t < b(x, T,, , G,). 
We can define T as follows. For each x in S, let 
b(x) = sup{b(x, T, , G,) : x E G,}. 
Let b = sup{b(x) :x E S}, and for each t in [0, b), define 
D(T(t)) = {x E S : b(x) > t}, 
T(t) x = T,(t) x, 
where n is such that x E G, and b(x, T, , G,) > t. Then T is as required. 
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